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Current expansion characterized by healing household balance sheets
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No broad household re-levering… even with student loan, car loan increase
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Broad de-levering in non-Treasury market debt

If we exclude Treasuries (where marketable outstanding soared to $14 trillion from $4.5 trillion in the 

last decade) and the MBS paper owned by the Fed, US bond market debt outstanding is still -4% below 

the 2008 highs. As a share of GDP, this ex Treasury/ex Fed MBS aggregate is down to 125% at last 

look from a high of 172% back in 2007. 
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And cost of carry remains lows for households…
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… and corporates
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Default risks low as employment backdrop remains healthy
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Ditto
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Which means recession risks are low
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Ditto
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Labor market “rigidity”  and re-entrants limiting wage growth for now
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But the labor market is very tight and tightening further
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And the Fed looks easy relative to this level of tightening
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Market does not believe in the Fed path
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Fed tightening cycles never end at just neutral
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And undershooting inflation has not stopped the Fed from tightening in the past
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Especially as financial conditions continue to ease despite rate hikes
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This is a consensus view on the Fed

“Thus, even though inflation is currently somewhat 

below our longer-run objective, I judge that it is still 

appropriate to continue to remove monetary policy 

accommodation gradually. This judgment is supported 

by the fact that financial conditions have eased, rather 

than tightened, even as the FOMC has raised its 

short-term interest rate target range by 75 basis points 

since last December.”

-NY Fed President Bill Dudley, 10/06/17
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Taylor-led Fed should lead to re-pricing

Using even a heavily modified Taylor rule as a guide implies a much higher Fed Funds profile. Even assuming NAIRU is all the way 

down to the Fed’s 4.6% guesstimate for long-run unemployment (per the latest summary of economic projections), a “natural” rate of 

just 50 basis points (which Williams was espousing recently) and a notable deviation in some inflation metrics from the 2% target, a 

Taylor framework would call for a minimum of 1.9% on FF (using core PCE at just 1.3% y/y). On the high side, if we use 

headline CPI instead of core PCE for our inflation barometer, the heavily modified Taylor Rule would spit out a FF near 

3.25% (which is well north of what the committee sees as the cyclical endpoint). All in, it’s pretty obvious why a rules-based bias 

for monetary policy should yield a significant re-pricing of FF futures—especially when the market remains very far away from even 

the current Fed’s “gradual” projections.
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